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It has been a very unsettling and difficult year for
investors. Equity markets are off more than 20%
so far in 2022 despite a mid-year rally when many
participants were betting that the Fed was going to
pivot away from its rapid interest rate hikes (It didn’t!).
Adding insult to injury, bonds also lost significant
ground, with the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate
Bond Index down over 14%. While it is probably worth
spending a little time discussing how we got here, we
are sure most want to know where things are going.
As always, we will give you our best ideas and tell you
how we are working to position long-term assets in
these very uncomfortable times.
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YEAR TO DATE PERFORMANCE
The third quarter brought the third consecutive quarter

during the three months and off 14.6% year to date.

of equity draw downs, and difficult times for almost all

Credit was down similarly. Municipal bonds held up

financial assets. The S&P 500 posted a negative 4.95%

slightly better, with the Bank of America Merrill Lynch

return for the quarter, bringing its year to date results

1-12 year Municipal index falling only 2.25% for the

down to -15.5%. While small caps had a slightly better

quarter and down 7.7% for the trailing three quarters,

quarter, down only 2.2%, they are off 25.1% so far this

almost half as much as the Aggregate Index. Shorter

year. Value tended to perform worse than growth,

durations have done better than longer durations

though both were down for the quarter. International

as fear of further rate hikes weigh on interest rate-

equities posted a 9.9% loss for Q3, bringing their year

sensitive securities.

to date to -26.5%. The strength of the U.S. dollar, up

Diversifying strategies, along with cash, were some

7.1% during the quarter and 16.8% so far this year,
contributed to the losses in international equities.

of only a few places where an investor could squeeze
out positive returns. The HFRI Fund of Funds

Bonds proved not to be the place to hide, as the

Conservative index was up 1.3% for the quarter and

Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate was down 4.75%

is flat for the year.

In understanding the current markets, both equity and fixed income, it helps to review some basic market drivers.
Stocks are influenced by two key inputs: corporate earnings and how much investors are willing to pay for those earnings
(multiples). Earnings are guided by the overall economy and company specifics, while multiples are driven by interest
rates and investor confidence. Bonds are impacted, most importantly, by interest rates and secondarily by credit quality.

HOW DID WE GET HERE?
Since the Great Financial Crisis (GFC), the global economy has been supported by exceptionally accommodative interest
rate policy (read: very low!) and by a series of fiscal and monetary stimulus programs dating back to 2009. While we
remember the interest rate declines, the size and amount of the stimulus could probably use a refresher. Phil Dean, a
research fellow at the University of Utah, produced the chart below, showing the size of the U.S. fiscal stimulus as a percent
of GDP. The stimulus following the financial crisis was unprecedented at the time, but was dwarfed by the response to the
start of the Covid-19 pandemic, which amounted to nearly 25% of annual GDP! This was in addition to the nearly $4 trillion
of support from the Federal Reserve after the GFC and another nearly $4 trillion during the pandemic.
Federal Fiscal Response to Recent Recessions as % of U.S. GDP
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The sum of these actions did three big things: 1) it supported economic growth and corporate earnings, 2) it kept
interest rates artificially low and extremely supportive, and 3) it gave great confidence to investors. If we think
specifically about those outcomes, we see exactly why stocks and bonds generated such amazing returns over the
last 12 years. Solid economic growth begets solid and strong corporate earnings. Falling interest rates generate
solid bond returns. Low interest rates and strong economic growth lead to investor confidence and expanding
multiples. This caused a virtuous cycle in which U.S stocks delivered 13.5% compounded returns over the trailing
ten years, bonds were up 6.5%, and a 60% stock/40% bond portfolio compounded just shy of 8%, all well ahead of
inflation. Monetary and fiscal stimulus created a wonderful backdrop for investing and also provided much of the
liquidity that was invested into markets.
Regardless of your political leanings, it is unlikely that $15 trillion of fiscal and monetary support are coming again
in the near future. In fact, too much stimulus helped lead to the higher levels of inflation that we are currently
experiencing. It is also the prospect of some of that help being rescinded that started the current transition to
the next normal environment in which we are expecting to invest. Interest rate increases were the first thing to be
unwound, followed by a shrinking of the Federal Reserve balance sheet. The reason for the unwind is stated simply
as the need to reverse high inflation, but there is a little more to it than that.
Economically-speaking, inflation has two sides: that which corrects rather quickly (often referred to as transitory)
and that which stays embedded in the economy for a much longer period of time. At first, most economists and
the Federal Reserve believed we were experiencing transitory inflation resulting from Covid-19 lockdowns and
broken supply chains, which is why they were slow to implement the tightening we are now experiencing. The
major concern is the second kind of inflation, sometimes called sticky inflation. This became more of an issue as we
entered 2022, seeing as we saw low unemployment and a high number of help wanted signs. Lots of job openings
and few workers means wages increase, which is a sticky kind of inflation.
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Economists think that too many people may have exited the workforce because of Covid-19, finding that either
the benefits they received or the fact that they could make ends meet with their savings and other safety nets
allowed them to remain at home. The Labor Force Participation Rate has been declining since the early 2000s, but
took a steep drop during the pandemic and has not rebounded to its pre-Covid-19 level. The Fed believes making
things tight at the household level by raising borrowing costs is a way to push some of these people back into the
workforce, hopefully stabilizing wages, lowering the number of open positions, and taking the sticky inflation off
the table. And they seem to be willing to risk a recession to do it.
Causing a recession doesn’t sound like a good objective. You have to be pretty sure that the impact of sticky
inflation is much worse on the economy over the long term than the impact of a recession currently, and that
you can manage the depth and duration of that recession. The stock market seemed to be holding out hope that
the Fed wasn’t going to need to go that far and would relent on its interest rate hikes as soon as it started to see
better inflation data. The anticipation of a Fed Pivot (a change from raising rates to holding or lowering them)
helped markets rebound in July, even though there was no change in rates or Fed messaging. The Fed, watching
employment versus open positions, was still very concerned.
Bond markets and Fed interest rate futures have steadfastly signaled that short-term rates will continue to rise by
the end of this year and possibly into early 2023. The Fed has continued its harsh rhetoric on fighting inflation, and
has implemented three consecutive 75 basis point rate increases. Equity markets have reacted with another leg
down in values. This is where we find ourselves today, on the wrong end of the longest equity drawdown since the
financial crisis and the worst year for bonds in a generation.

WHAT’S NEXT?
Of course, the key question is where things are going from here. Higher interest rates impact economies on a
number of different fronts, including slowing housing (both new housing starts and sales of existing homes),
slowing household consumption (Credit card payments take a bigger bite of monthly take home) and lowering
corporate earnings (from a cost of capital, cost of inputs and a reduction in top line sales, along with slowing sales).
Higher rates also increase the discount applied to forward earnings, lowering the multiple paid for those earnings.
Today, consensus estimates on S&P 500 earnings for 2023 are around $242 per share, which is down a little from
the numbers we saw in June and July but still pretty close to what they were to start the year. As a guide, over the
last seven decades earnings have tended to grow around 6% per year, and were expected to be up about 6%-7%
this year. They are projected to be up about 6.7% for 2023. That means that if there is no change in the earnings
multiple, we would expect stocks to be up 6.7% in 2023 if the consensus is accurate. But just as there was undue
optimism in July that the Fed would halt their rate increases, there is still too much optimism that all those rate
increases won’t meaningfully slow earning growth.
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Our belief is that the Fed will stay the course in order to be certain that sticky inflation is brought under control.
Even if we are able to avoid a recession and there is the slightest bit of positive economic growth, wages and
taxes and general output costs will almost certainly grow faster than revenues, which will negatively impact net
earnings. We are starting to see the first little trickle of downward earnings adjustments for 2023, and we think
that when the dust settles, earnings will come in below the 2022 actual amounts. There is still the potential
that the decline is less than what we usually see in a recession, which we think is quite possible since the overall
economy so far has been fairly resilient and has bounced back well from the pandemic. Even though a recession
isn’t set in stone and may not be deep if it does occur, earnings will most likely decline year over year.
Despite the steep drop in equity markets so far this year, the potential for lower corporate earnings may cause
even further declines. That case can also be made by looking at market valuations. The average P/E ratio for the
S&P 500 over the past 15 years is approximately 16x . At the end of 2021 it stood at 21.4x, reflecting the three
successive strong years for equity markets from 2019-2021. At the recent quarter’s end, the P/E ratio stood
roughly 16.5x. While equity valuations have come down, they are in line with the longer-term historical average
and certainly not in cheap territory yet.
Declining earnings and no change in price multiples lead to falling equity markets. If confidence waivers and
interest rates continue to rise, we can expect that multiples might be further impacted, hitting stocks with
a second punch. The decline in stocks since the summer rally is the beginning of the realization that both
earnings and multiples could be impacted. This becomes a significant headwind for stocks.
In bond markets, we have seen a surge in interest rates. After peaking at nearly 4% in late September, the
U.S 10-year Treasury is at 3.9%, which is still its highest rate in more than a decade. The two-year Treasury
started the year at .77% and is now yielding 4.3%! The bond market has heard the commentary from the
Federal Reserve and is convinced rates will move close to 4.5% before the Fed signals any halt. The good
news, therefore, is that most of the interest rate movement has already been priced in to the market. If the Fed
successfully halts inflation with these rate increases, bonds could become reasonably attractive going forward,
producing yields we haven’t had in some time.
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WHAT ARE WE ADVISING?
All of this has been playing out within our portfolio positioning during 2022. Relative to our long-term
target allocations for our model portfolios, we have moved from overweight stocks to underweight,
reduced our overall fixed income exposure, kept our bond durations shorter, and recommended an
allocation to diversifying strategies (many of which have actually produced positive returns so far in
2022). We see this approach continuing through the fourth quarter and into 2023. This is consistent with
an outlook that is calling for more rate hikes by the Fed and the potential for falling earnings for stocks.
When do these dark clouds begin to clear? Today, we are watching inputs into inflation data
(employment, wages, housing, manufacturing, etc.) that we believe would lead to a response from the
Fed. Certainly, we do not want to be on the wrong side of Fed Open Market Committee actions, so while
it continues to strongly signal tightening we want to be underweight risky assets and positioned with a
shorter duration relative to the bond market index. Once the data appears to reflect subsiding inflation
we will look to rebalance back to longer term targets because those factors would strengthen investor
sentiment and help rally earnings multiples.

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?
During this time of headwinds and uncertainty, it is important to review your wealth allocation. Wealth
allocation is different than asset allocation, as it is a bigger picture view of your personal wealth and what
you plan to do with it. All of us should have some pool of capital that we consider to be our safe holdings,
meant to address the next several months to several years of living expenses. Now is a good time to review
the size of the safe basket and consider if there is any need to increase it based on your anticipated needs.
The other outcome of this exercise it to give yourself room so that you don’t have to meaningfully tap your
risk assets (stocks and other equity investments) to allow them time to cycle through this current downturn
and eventually provide the higher returns they offer over longer-term time horizons.
As always, we are here to help with those questions, calculations and planning, as well as tracking
market and economic dynamics on your behalf. Our focus is to help you navigate difficult times so that
your long-term plans remain on sound footing.

During this time of headwinds and uncertainty,
it is important to review your wealth allocation.
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Important Notes And Disclosures
This Quarterly Summary is being made available for educational purposes only, and should
not be used for any other purpose. Certain information contained herein concerning
economic trends and performance is based on or derived from information provided by
independent third-party sources. Diversified Trust Company, Inc. believes that the sources
from which such information has been obtained are reliable; however, it cannot guarantee
the accuracy of such information and has not independently verified the accuracy or
completeness of such information or the assumptions on which such information is based.
Opinions expressed in these materials are current only as of the date appearing herein and
are subject to change without notice. The information herein is presented for illustration
and discussion purposes only and is not intended to be, nor should it be construed as,
investment advice or an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities or any type
of description. Nothing in these materials is intended to be tax or legal advice, and clients are
urged to consult with their own legal advisors in this regard.
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ATLANTA
877.955.8266
■

CHARLESTON
866.619.1003
■

GREENSBORO
855.821.4999
■

MEMPHIS
800.264.7498
■

NASHVILLE
877.386.7332
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